
 

 

NURSERY ñ FRUIT PRODUCTION ñ FRUIT TRADE 
 

     JOS MORREN  
 

   TEL : 32 (0)13-441 966 
   FAX : 32 (0)13-443 963  
   EMAIL: MORREN@VILLAGE.UUNET.BE       WE SUPPLY: 
 

 →                  TOP QUALITY 
  Bosstraat, 83 ñ 85, →     HIGH GRAFTED TREES 
  3545 - HALEN ñ Belgium →  VARIOUS ASSORTMENT 
 

 

! NEW !           ! NEW !           ! NEW !           ! NEW ! 
 

WE RECENTLY RECEIVED PLANT BREEDERíS RIGHTS AND/OR PLANT PATENT RIGHTS FOR THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES.   
ACCORDING TO THIS RESEARCH THE VARIETIES ARE HOMOGENEOUS, STABLE AND CLEARLY DISTINGUISHABLE FROM  

ANY OTHER VARIETY 

 
 

MORREN's * Jonagored SUPRA® 
 

Jonagored Supra will worthily continue the  success of the 
Jonagored.  Its advantages: the colour intensity is very high.  
In the for more than 90% softer-red coloured flush are very 
fine stripes scarcely visible.  These fine red stripes continue 

in the 10% greener side.   
 

Supra’s beautiful round apples colour and mature  
±10 days earlier than Jonagored.  Although the variety is 
virus free, it seems to have a weaker growth and is even 

more productive than Jonagored. 
 

Jonagold 2000 * EXCEL® 
 

Excel’s pink-red blush with very fine stripes is really looking superb! 
 

This apple distinguishes itself from any other bright red Jonagold 
mutation by its specific green background.  The fine stripes, which are 

scarcely visible in the pink-red blush, give the apple the greatest 
similarity to the mother variety.   

The variety has a less vigorous growth and is very productive.   
 

As the colouring is much better and the background keeps longer 
green, the Excel returns a higher percentage of first class fruit...   

           And the whole year round the best paid Jonagold price…! 
 

 

Red ELSWOUT * Bel-EL® 
 

This variety has a less dense, bushy foliage than its parent variety, 
therefore it doesn’t require summer-pruning.  The apples colour 
beautifully red also in older trees, store very well and do not have a 

rough skin. 
Bel-EL is ready for picking directly after the summer varieties.  At that 
time there mostly is a short supply on the market whereby then higher 

returns are obtained.  Therefore we advice to sell the fruit during picking 
time.   

 

 
 

 
 

THESE VARIETIES ARE PROTECTED BY PLANT BREEDERíS RIGHTS AND/OR 
PATENT RIGHTS.  OUR WRITTEN PERMISSION IS REQUIRED, WHEN YOU WANT 
TO PROPAGATE THEM YOURSELF.  PLEASE ASK OUR CONDITIONS. 
 

 

 OUR VARIETIES ARE YOUR CONFIDENCE WORTHY! 
SHOULD YOU NEED MORE INFORMATION,  
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL OR VISIT US. 

YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME! 

 


